
Maiden uniteD  

  
In 2006 the Dutch Iron Maiden fan club asked Joey Bruers to do a special show; something other than 
the regular tribute or cover band. With musicians from several bands he performed a set of rearranged 
acoustic Maiden songs. The reactions from the crowd were overwhelming.  
  
The idea that became a show then became a project. A project to bring all kinds of musicians and fans 
from all over the world together to celebrate the music. With succesfull studio albums and live shows 
through Europe this project presents classic Iron Maiden songs in a re-imagined form. Acoustic re-
arrangements that transform the songs into something that Iron Maiden fans would have never 
imagined hearing.  
  
The musicians that have participated so far are:  
  
Vocals:    Damian Wilson (Threshold, Ayreon)  

Wudstik (Ayreon)  
Anneke van Giersbergen (The Gathering, Devin Townsend)  
Marcela Bovio (Stream of Passion)  
Paul Di’Anno (ex-Iron Maiden)  
Blaze Bayley (ex-Iron Maiden)  
Asena Özçetin (Asena)  
Sharon Den Adel (Within Temptation)  
Doogie White (Michael Schenker, Yngwie Malmsteen, Rainbow)  
Frank Beck (Gamma Ray)  
Ralf Scheepers (Primal Fear)  

 
Guitar:    Ruud Jolie (Within Temptation)  

Tom Sikkers (Daybroke)  
Martijn Balsters (the Dust Connection)  

 
Piano:    Marco Kuypers (Cloudmachine)  

Thijs Schrijnemakers (Orgel Vreten)  
Huub van Loon (Dearworld)  

 
Bass:     Joey Bruers (Up The Irons)  

Luke Appleton (Iced Earth)  
 
Drums:   Stef Broks (Textures)    

Lee Morris (Paradise Lost)    
Dirk Bruinenberg (Elegy, Place Vendome)    
Joe Lazarus (Voodoo Six)    
Mike Coolen (Within Temptation)  
Thunderstick (Samson)  

 
Cello:    Perttu Kivilaakso (Apocalyptica)  
 
Violin:    Marcela Bovio (Stream of Passion)    
 
The project is organised and funded by Joey Bruers and Ruud Jolie without any label support or other 
corporate sponsors. All albums are self-released (on CD and vinyl) and the objective is still the same 
as it was when they started this project; out of love for these songs and to have some fun along the 
way.  
  
More information:  www.MaidenuniteD.com   

www.facebook.com/MaidenuniteD  
www.youtube.com/maidenunitedofficial  
 

 


